Five things to know
about using innius:
1

Scale-up approach. Start with one machine and
add more as and when you need. No complex IT
integration project is required.

2. Not brand specific. innius can be used on all sorts

of machines from various machine manufacturers.
3

Quickly connect new and old machines. Older
machines can be connected to innius, allowing
your entire existing factory to be retrofitted to the

What our customers say:

Industrial Internet of Things. And with the correct
information to hand, a machine can be connected

“With innius we are able to take an existing
factory and bring it to manufacturing 4.0 level.”
Kerst Algera
Director of Operations, Itho Daalderop

in as little as 90 mins.
4

Ease of use. innius is easy to use, intuitive, and
requires no training.

5

Accessible and actionable data: innius makes
data accessible when and where it is needed.
This includes integrating data from Enterprise

“By quickly getting insight about the machine, we can

applications, like ERP systems. We also ensure

reduce the Mean Time To Repair, and increase the

that it doesn’t simply remain data, but becomes

Mean Time Between Failure…. standstills have been

actionable through alerts, tasks, reports, and

reduced to almost zero.”

social collaboration.

Gerard van Gelderen
Control Engineer, Itho Daalderop

“When I heard about innius, I immediately
saw its potential.”
Erik Hjertaas
Head of Packaging Technology, Tronrud Engineering
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Introducing innius

Smart factory

innius® is a forerunner in Industrial IoT technology. Since

Based in the Netherlands, innius has an international

2016, users and manufacturers of industrial machinery

outlook and focuses primarily on the food, feed and

have been connecting their machines, making their

packaging sectors. Each week members of the innius

factories smart and reaping the cost benefits of improved

team visit industrial companies to learn about their

productivity, energy efficiency, quality and reduced waste.

business needs and offer practical IIoT solutions.

Machine as a service

Real-time machine monitoring

Predictive maintenance

Follow us:

Increased productivity

Better quality

Improved energy efficiency

After a fast, easy deployment, innius makes
machine data accessible via apps and

Reduced waste

dashboards. Data is also made actionable
through alerts, tasks, reports, social
collaboration and the integration of Enterprise
Application data.
Machine builders can offer their machines as a

Neem contact op

service, which they remotely monitor to learn
how to increase performance and predict when
maintenance will be required.
Machine users can bring their existing factory up to
smart factory level. Predictive maintenance allows
downtime to be minimized. And by monitoring
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production lines, productivity, quality, energy
efficiency and waste reduction improvements can
be identified.

assets made genius

